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The subject of uniform 3D space networks isThe subject of uniform 3D space networks is 
inseparable from that of the hyperbolical sponge 
surfaces and their tessellations as uniform sponge 
polyhedra.The statement by A.F, Wells, in his 
monumental work: ‘Structural Inorganic 
Chemistry’ (1962) that “The theory of theseChemistry’ (1962) that “The theory of these 
nets does not appear to be known”, challenged
the author into this recent research effort,the author into this recent research effort, 
resulting, so far, in more-than 250 distinct space 
networks, including some sets with an infinite 
number of members, each.
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networks come in dual pairs. Each network is uniquely determined 
and is a reciprocal of its dual (complementary) companion.

very dual pair of networks is associated with a continuous 
perbolical sponge surface which subdivides the space between theperbolical sponge surface which subdivides the space between the 
o, into two complementary sub-spaces.
is trinity of the dual pair and the associated-reciprocal 

f i th t i ll dionge surface is the most conspicuous, all pervading 
ometric-topological phenomenon of our  3-D space,

sociated with its order and organization and more than anything else g y g
ermines the way we perceive and comprehend its structure











etworks, as polyhedral tessellation configurations,
rise to some familiar binding relations:g
CT.U. = gT.U. = LT.U. – NT.U.+ 1, 
U. & NT.U.  stand for edge lines and vertex 

ti l )es, respectively).
Pav. F = 2E = V. Val.av. ;
V (2Л –Σαav ) = 4Л(1 – g) - Descarte’s theoremV (2Л Σαav.)   4Л(1 g) Descarte s theorem
 V – E + F = 2(1 – g)               - Euler’s theorem;
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Although it is still too early to establish all the possible interrelations, 
it seems that the parameters -Val.; Den.; CT.U. or gT.U.  and ∑ α, 
are capturing the essence of the related topological-geometricalare capturing the essence of the related topological geometrical 
phenomenon.
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An assumption is formed that we are dealing with 
probably not more than few hundreds of uniformprobably not more than few hundreds of uniform 
space lattices in 3-D space and in view of the 
valency limiting values and symmetry constraints 
it seems that an exhaustive systematic search of y
these configurations is tenable.























3D t k d th i t d h b li l f t3D networks and the associated hyperbolical sponge surfaces seem to 
pose a critical aspect in all ‘material sciences’ and as an extension of 
graph-theory, dealing geometrically with any plurality that may exist, of 
focal entities and their inter-relations.
After investing in the systematic research of the topic, the author claims 
enumerating, categorizing and graphically describing, so far, about 270 g g g g p y g
uniform 3D space networks and related hyperbolical sponge surface 
configurations.
The effort is meant to support an evolution of new imagery which mightThe effort is meant to support an evolution of new imagery which might 
influence scientific exploration and inspire art, architecture and innovative 
space structures.




